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Abstract

ment. Thanks to this feature, components have brought easier
reuse, integration, and rapid development of applications.

Components have become a widely accepted concept used
in building large-scale applications. Although the concept of
a component is not really new, it is generally not clear how
to deal with the component abstraction at runtime. This manifests in the fact that nowadays component systems can be
basically divided (a) to those being rich in advanced features
(e.g., hierarchical components, software connectors, versioning, dynamic architectures), but which have typically only
poor or even no runtime support, and (b) to those with a solid
runtime support, but which typically possess only a limited
set of the advanced features. In our opinion, this is mainly
due to the difficulties that arise when trying to give proper semantics to the features and reify them in development tools
and an runtime platform. In this paper, we describe the implementation of the runtime environment for the SOFA 2.0
component model. In particular, we focus on the runtime
support of the advanced features mentioned above. The described issues and corresponding solutions are not specific
only to SOFA 2.0, but they are generic enough to be applicable to any other component system aiming at addressing those
advanced features.

Even though, there are many views and definitions of what
a component is, a general consensus is that a component is a
black-box software entity with well defined interfaces and behavior. The set of all component features and rules for component lifecycle, composition etc. is usually called component model. From the composition point of view, component models can be divided into two categories — flat component models and hierarchical component models. In contrary to flat ones, the hierarchical component models allow
forming composite components, i.e. the components hierarchically composed of other components. Thus, an application
can be seen as tree of nested components.

Keywords: Component-based development, hierarchical
components, connectors, controlers, runtime environment.
1

Introduction

Component-based development (CBD) [27] has become a
commonly used technique for building large scale enterprise
systems. It has also found its way to other areas of software
systems (e.g. GUI, embedded systems, product lines). In
contrast to former development techniques, components allow for specifying not only the services provided by them but
also services required from other components and/or environ1 Department of Software Engineering
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The flat component models (e.g. EJB [14], CCM [19])
are typically relatively mature and quite heavily used in production of specific software applications, although they do
not provide advanced features like multiple communication
styles, composition verification, seamless distribution, etc.
On the other hand, the hierarchical component models typically support such advanced features and concepts. However, the hierarchical models are mostly academic systems
oriented only on design — i.e. they provide no or very limited
runtime environment/platform (for instance they provide just
an ADL compiler generating code fragments of components).
In particular a runtime platform should provide a component
repository, component container, basic services for components (typically in a form of libraries), and a user interface to
control the runtime lifecycle of a component-based application. In our view, the main reason for such an imbalance is
simply that it has not been yet found a way to properly make
all such advanced features coexist in a component model (and
in its run time platform in particular).
As an attempt to address the imbalance between the rich
set of features and the runtime and execution support, we
have developed SOFA 2.0 component system in our group.
SOFA 2.0 [5] is a component systems in which development
we have drawn on our eight-year experience with designing,
building and working with component systems. SOFA 2.0 offers a hierarchical component model together with advanced
features like support for multiple communication styles, composition and behavior verification, clearly separated func-
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tional and control parts of components, seamless support for
versioning and dynamic component updating, seamless distribution, runtime modification of architectures, support for
SOA concepts, and extensible functionality of component
containers.
The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of the issues we faced in the design and implementation of the SOFA
runtime platform with respect to the aim to support all the
advanced features mentioned above. We believe that these
issues and their solutions are not specific only to SOFA 2.0,
but that they are inherent to any component system aiming at
addressing these advanced features.
This paper is a continuation of our work described in [5].
While the paper [5] has discussed all features of the SOFA 2.0
component model and its global design, this paper is about the
implementation and related issues.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes SOFA 2.0 in more depth. Section 3 details the implementation of all parts of SOFA 2.0. In Sect. 4, we present
related work while Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
2

Overview of the SOFA 2.0 component model

SOFA 2.0 is a component model with a number of advanced features. The component model is formally specified using a meta-model which captures the concepts used in
SOFA 2.0 and states relations among them (for the SOFA 2.0
meta-model, please refer to [5]).
In SOFA 2.0, a component is an encapsulated entity interacting with other components only via designated provided
and required interfaces. A component can play the role of
both a black-box and gray-box entity. The black-box role is
reified in SOFA 2.0 as a component frame, which in fact represents a set of component interfaces, both provided and required, and determines the component’s type. At the same
time, it includes a specification of component behavior in
terms of the event traces determined by the desired sequencing/parallel method call acceptance on the provided interfaces
and their reactions on the required interfaces.
As a gray-box, a component is specified as an architecture
that implements a particular component frame (or a number
of frames). Being a hierarchical component model, SOFA 2.0
distinguishes two kinds of architectures (i.e. components) —
primitive and composite. While a primitive architecture is in
fact a direct implementation of the component in a particular programming language, a composite architecture is modeled as a composition of sub-components (i.e. other components). A composite architecture does not introduce any functional (“business”) code; its functionality is determined by its
sub-components and their composition (interface bindings).
A composite architecture thus delegates calls on its own interfaces to some interfaces of its sub-components. A sub-
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component can be specified either by referencing its frame or
by referencing another architecture (as an aside, it also references a frame). In principle, this way of frame-based subcomponent definition introduces a variation point at which
different implementations of component internals can be chosen at assembly time (Sect. 2.1).
In addition to components, SOFA 2.0 introduces also software connectors as first-class entities. This allows modeling
explicitly component distribution and also employing different architectural and communication styles (e.g. pipe-andfilter, communication via a bus, sharing a memory) without
the necessity of blurring an architecture by auxiliary components that actually realize a communication pattern. A connector specification determines a communication style and set
of properties. The communication style reflects basic communication paradigm (e.g. RPC, asynchronous message delivery, streaming, shared memory) while the properties capture detailed requirements on the communication (e.g. that a
particular security level is required).
Connectors are used to realize all tights (links) among
component interfaces (i.e. delegations between a parent component and a sub-component and bindings among subcomponents). A connector is modeled as a hyper-edge,
which allows incorporating several component interfaces in
one communication link (e.g, one server, several clients).
It is possible to connect arbitrary interfaces together (e.g.
required-to-required, provided-to-provided, etc.), which is
especially useful when modeling for example communication
via a bus (Fig. 1).
SOFA 2.0 allows for dynamic evolution of an architecture
at runtime. Unlike other component systems, it pursues the
idea of controlled evolution, which means that evolution has
to conform to well-defined evolution patterns. This increases
the manageability and predictability of an application’s architectural evolution. In current SOFA 2.0, three evolution patterns are predefined: factory pattern, removal pattern, and service access pattern. As its name suggests, in factory pattern a
designated component serves as a component factory [10].
The removal pattern serves for destroying of a component
previously dynamically created. The employment of utility
interfaces described below (allowing access to external services), comprises the service access pattern.
Apart from design, SOFA 2.0 aims also at supporting components at runtime. This goal means that not only business functionality of components but also control functionality (e.g. managing the life-cycle, bindings, etc.) has to be
addressed. SOFA 2.0 pursues clear separation of the control logic from the business logic, additionally it addresses
the problem of the inextensibility of the control functionality, which is typically closely tied to a component system and
cannot be easily changed or extended.
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Figure 1. Different communication styles
The solution addressing the control functionality is based
on a dedicated micro-component model [18, 5], which is a
very simple flat component model without any advanced features (distribution, separate control logic, connectors, etc.).
It allows building a component’s control part in a functionally modular manner via a composition of micro-components.
Micro-components are organized to component aspects, each
of which defines what micro-components to instantiate and
how to incorporate them in the existing control part. A component aspect may also introduce a new control interface to
provide another entry point to the control part of the component.
Although SOFA 2.0 is a component based system, it incorporates also a basic support for services and eventually allows
for service-oriented architectures (SOA). SOFA 2.0 addresses
two main tasks connected with services, namely (1) binding
to and using a local or external service at runtime and (2)
exposing a component interface as a service1 . Basically, it
allows a required interface to be bound to a service and a provided interface to be exposed as a service (e.g. WebService).
Since there are inherently different rules for handling such
interfaces, SOFA 2.0 allows for marking them as utility interfaces and it relaxes on some rules that hold for handling these
interfaces — a required utility interface may be freely bound
and unbound at runtime (this is typically based on a request
to a service registry without the necessity to formally capture
such dynamic behavior at design time), while a provided utility interface may exposed as a service and registered in a service registry, which makes it accessible to other component
applications and even non-component-based clients.

1 Please note that the concept of a local service is already heavily used
in enterprise systems (e.g. obtaining a connection to a database, using JNDI
registry, etc.).

2.1

Component lifecycle

Lifecycle of a SOFA 2.0 application involves several
stages, namely (a) component development, (b) application
assembly, and (c) application deployment and execution.
Development of a SOFA 2.0 application is quite straightforward, chiefly by composing already developed components available in the SOFA repository (Sect. 3.2.1). The
development process starts with defining the architecture of
an application. Using development tools, a developer can
browse the repository content and compose existing components or build new ones. Then, the developer has to provide
code of newly created primitive components. Finally, all new
components are committed into the repository.
As an architecture is described mainly by frames, the next
stage is an application assembly, when the frames (i.e. component types) are “refined” by particular architectures (i.e.
component implementations). The process starts with the
top-level component and recursively continues till primitive
architectures. The result is specified by an assembly descriptor.
Finally, an assembled application is deployed, i.e. it is
specified, where particular component of the application have
to be executed and connectors are generated. The resulting information is captured in a deployment plan, which instructs
the SOFA runtime how to execute the application.
3

Runtime environment

SOFA 2.0 is implemented in Java [9]. We have chosen
Java because of its features such as platform independence,
dynamic loading, type safety, and others. Another reason is
that Java becomes more and more ubiquitous as devices like
mobile phones, set-top-boxes embed the Java environment
and applications for these devices are commonly written in
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Java. On the other hand, SOFA concepts are completely independent on used language and SOFA can be implemented
in any procedural language.
A SOFA 2.0 runtime environment consists of several entities, which allow execution of SOFA applications. Moreover,
a few of them also take part in development of components.
The whole SOFA 2.0 environment is called SOFAnode and it
consists of a number of deployment docks and a single repository. All these entities are described in detail in the following
sections.
3.1

Components

From the implementation view, a SOFA 2.0 component is
a set of Java classes and interfaces. The classes implement
both the functional and control part of a component. Control
part of it is formed of micro-components and in detail described in Sect. 3.3. As composite components are composed
of other components, they have no direct functional part and
therefore developers do not create any code for them. For a
primitive component, there is no limitation about the number
of classes, which implement it (obviously there has to be at
least one implementing class).
SOFA 2.0 does not impose any particular requirement on
classes implementing primitive components, i.e. there are no
SOFA-specific interfaces/classes, which have to be implemented/extended. Instead, SOFA 2.0 uses an annotationbased approach (similar to the one described in [24]) where
components’ provisions, requirements, initializing methods,
etc. are marked using annotations. An advantage of such an
approach is that in code of components, there are no dependencies on the underlying platform and therefore, once developed, a component can be easily used in different component
platforms. Another advantage of no extra dependencies is
that implementation classes can be easily tested by tools like
JUnit without starting the whole SOFA 2.0 environment.
Annotations are used directly by the SOFA 2.0 runtime
environment and respective actions like setting requirements,
obtaining provisions, and initializing components are performed using introspection. In a platform, where introspection cannot be used (e.g. SOFA 2.0 implementation for Java
Micro Edition), we envision a tool which processes the annotations and prepares SOFA-specific code for the actions.
There are no limitation or constraints about components’
own threads. For creating these threads, the component
uses the regular Java API, i.e. the Runnable interface and
Thread class. Internally (and completely transparent to
component developers), each thread has assigned so called
thread call context, which serves mainly for globally unique
identification (across distributed deployment docks) of the
thread and for holding call-related information like sessions,
transaction IDs, etc.

3.2

SOFAnode

The SOFAnode is distributed SOFA 2.0 runtime environment, which consits mainly of the repository and set of
deployment docks. These reside on (physical) deployment
nodes (Fig. 2).
3.2.1

Repository

The repository is the heart of a SOFAnode. It stores both
the meta-data about components as well as component implementations. The core of the repository is defined and generated using the EMF framework [13]. Over the core, there
is developed an accessing layer, which allows remote access
to the repository and provides helper methods simplifying its
usage.
The repository is used as a storage of meta-data and code
of components not only at run time but also at development
time. All entities stored in the repository are versioned. In
order to allow convenient development and usage of different versions of components, the repository supports cloning.
When a developer starts a work on new components then he
or she creates a new clone of the repository, which mirrors
the whole content of the repository. Then, in the clone, the
developer works on the new component (either creating completely new components or new versions of the existing ones)
and finally, he or she merges the clone with the original repository. Using the cloning technique, the repository is kept in
a consistent state; in the development clone, there can occur
temporary inconsistencies (e.g. references to not yet existing
components) but the original repository is still consistent and
also the merging process ensures that only consistent clone
can be committed. The repository cloning approach is inspired by the source configuration systems like GNU Arch [8]
and similar.
The repository also allows export and import of already
developed components (e.g. developed by third parties). SOFAnodes can be loosely connected together to form SOFAnet
[26, 23], which provides functionality for automated component trading, licensing, etc.
3.2.2

Deployment docks and deployment

A deployment dock can be viewed as a container for
launching components and it provides necessary infrastructure for starting, stopping, and updating components.
During deployment of an application, each component
forming the applications has to be assigned to a particular
dock in the SOFAnode. This assignment is stored in the deployment plan, which serves as a “recipe” for launching components. The deployment plan is used by the launching tool,
which contacts involved deployment docks and instructs them
to launch given components. Necessary code of the compo-
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Figure 2. SOFAnode example
nents is automatically obtained by the docks from the repository.
3.2.3

Version management at runtime

As described in Sect. 3.2.1, SOFA components are versioned. The versioning model used in SOFA 2.0 is the same
as in the original SOFA and it is described in [11]. Thanks
to versioning, the SOFA runtime has to cope with potential
class name clashes, which can occur at runtime. By a class
name clash, we mean a situation, when two different classes
but with the same name have to be loaded into the virtual machine. In Java, this is difficult to do as two different classes
or interfaces cannot coexist in the virtual machine unless they
are loaded by different classloaders. All potential sources of
class name clashes are in detail described in [12].
To solve these class name clashes, SOFA 2.0 uses bytecode manipulation. We successfully used this approach also
in the original SOFA implementation, moreover it can be applied in any Java system (for an example see [17]). The approach consist in applying additional postprocessing of Java
classes bytecode. During the uploading of classes forming a
component into the repository, the bytecode of the classes is
modified and the classes are renamed to have unique names.
These names are constructed from the original names augmented by the version identifier of the component and thus
the uniqueness is reached and all classes can be loaded into
the virtual machine by a single classloader.

The approach used is very lightweight and does not introduce any performance and/or usability problems. Moreover,
as opposed to other approaches (also discussed in [12]), our
approach is the only one, which can be applied in the scope
of the CLDC configuration of Java Micro Edition.
3.3

Controllers

The control logic in SOFA 2.0 is concentrated to dedicated
micro-components, which are organized into component aspects. When an application is being launched, the business
code of each of its components is weaved with component
aspects to equip it with the control logic. The choice and order of the aspects to be applied is defined by an applicationspecific controller configuration given at deployment time by
the deployment plan. To ensure a common minimal functionality, we have specified and implemented a core aspect (and
related micro-components) that defines the basic query, binding and life-cycle services.
The definition of micro-components as well as of component aspects are stored in the repository. The weaving
of aspects with the business code is performed when a particular component is being instantiated. We do not merge
code on the byte-code level, rather we represent each microcomponent as a separate Java-object, which makes developing and debugging of micro-components easier. In case of a
micro-component that is used to intercept business interfaces,
the actual signature of the business interface is not known at
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the time the micro-component is being developed; thus, the
micro-component has to be generated. In our implementation, we use ASM [4] for generating classes for such microcomponents at runtime.

At the local level, connector units are further composed of
connector elements (Fig. 3), which are typically Java classes
that are responsible for implementing particular connector
features (e.g. performance monitoring).

When using micro-components to take care of the control
logic, it is often necessary to access component’s content (i.e.
the code provided by a component developer) from microcomponents. A typical case is for example to notify the content about a life-cycle change by calling specially annotated
methods of the content. In our solution, we pass a reference
to the component content to a micro-component during its instantiation.
3.4

Connectors

Software connectors are present in SOFA 2.0 at both
design- and runtime. At design time a connector is modeled on a high-level of abstraction using a communication
style and properties. At runtime, a connector is present in
the form of runtime entities (i.e. Java classes) that realize the
prescribed properties. The transition between the high-level
semantic description at design time and the implementation
classes at runtime is performed by an automatic connector
generator [6]. The generation of connectors is done during
deployment as one of the steps of creating a deployment plan.
The main idea behind postponing the generation to such a late
stage of development lifecycle is that at this stage the capabilities of target deployment environment are known (e.g. operating system, installed libraries, network, etc.). By utilizing
all this information it is possible to generate highly optimized
connector code.
The generated connector code is stored in the repository.
The generator also returns descriptors that are needed for connector instantiation. These descriptors are incorporated into a
deployment plan to be available at runtime.
Connectors are inherently distributed entities. A single
connector may span different deployment docks. To capture
this feature, a connector is divided to a number of connector units; a connector unit is a part of the connector that is
attached to a component interface and is not distributed any
more. The permitted cardinalities and responsibilities of connector units depend on the communication style used. For
example in the case of the method invocation communication style, there is one server connector unit and zero or more
client connector units.
The communication between a component interface and a
connector unit is realized by local method calls. The communication between connector units is typically remote and
realized by middleware. The choice of middleware is done
by the connector generator and reflects the communication
requirements and capabilities of deployment docks.

Figure 3. Example of a connector structure
3.4.1

Creating and managing connectors

Connectors are instantiated and managed by connector
managers. There is one global connector manager per SOFAnode which keeps track on the relation among connector units, meaning which particular units in the SOFAnode
belong to the same connector instance. The global connector manager plays an important role in connecting connector
units to form a connector instance. It collects remote references from all connector units belonging to a particular connector and distributes them back so that client connector units
may establish connections to server connector units. Apart
from a single global connector manager, there are also dock
connector managers — one per deployment dock. A dock
connector manager is responsible for instantiating a connector unit and registering it with the global connector manager.
To instantiate a connector unit it is necessary to know what
implementation to use for it. This information (originally
produced by the connector generator) is derived from the deployment plan and fed during application startup to respective dock connector managers in the form of connector unit
instantiation templates. Each of these templates associates a
triple <deployment node, component or component instance,
interface name> with a location of the class implementing
a particular connector unit. Thus, to instantiate a connector
unit at runtime one needs only to know the target component and its interface. This technique makes no difference between connectors instantiated on startup and connectors that
may emerge during runtime changes in an architecture (see
Sect. 3.5).
3.4.2

Utility interfaces

Connectors are used in SOFA 2.0 not only for mediating
communication between components but also to turn a component into a service (e.g. a WebService) and to allow a com-
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ponent to access a service. This is realized by special connector units attached to components’ utility interfaces. In the
case of a provided utility interface, the connector unit makes
it accessible locally and, if desired, it exposes the interface
also externally as a service by registering it in a service registry. In the case of a required utility interface, the attached
connector unit allows for local connections or for accessing
remote services (e.g. via SOAP). Actually, the only difference
compared to connector units attached to “ordinary” component interfaces is in the implementation (i.e. the choice of
middleware, capability of registering a service, etc.); however, the way of instantiation (i.e. connector unit instantiation
templates) and management of connector units remains the
same.
3.5

Runtime changes to an architecture

The controlled evolution of a component application is
driven by well-defined evolution patterns. These patterns are
supported by the runtime environment, which handles reconfigurations according to them. In SOFA 2.0, currently factory
pattern and removal pattern are defined.
Technically, factory pattern means creation of a new component and passing a reference to its interface to a caller component that invoked a factory method. This is done in several
steps.
Once the new component is created, connector units for
all its interfaces are created as well. They are instantiated in a
standard way by a dock connector manager. (The information
about what implementation to use for each connector unit is
present in the deployment plan and it was fed to the dock
connector manager at startup.)
Additionally, it is necessary to create a client connector
unit for the interface that is to be returned. (The client connector unit — which may be seamlessly used in distributed
environment — is used in the rest of the application instead of
the original reference to the interface.) The client connector
unit is then transmitted through a connector from the factory
component to the caller component (if the two component reside in different address spaces then a new client connector
unit is created on the caller side), and bound to the required
collection interface (i.e. an array of required interfaces). That
causes a new client connector unit instance (specific for the
caller component) to be created and connected to the same
server connector unit as the existing client connector unit has
already been connected to.
The binding to the collection interface causes new intercepting micro-components associated with the required interface to appear in the control part of the caller component.
Such a modification of the control part is performed from
a micro-component intercepting the factory method on the
caller’s side. Finally, a reference to the interface of the newly

created component is returned to the calling code; however,
to ensure consistency, it is necessary to return a reference
to a particular intercepting micro-component associated with
the required interface (as opposed to returning a reference directly to the client connector unit).
The removal pattern means destroying a component that
was previously created by the factory pattern and removing a
reference to it from the caller component’s collection required
interface.
In addition to the patterns described above, the use of utility interfaces (see Sect. 3.4.2) represents also a kind of architecture evolution, when components’ code is responsible for
discovering other services and for establishing new bindings
to them at runtime.
4

Related work

In this section, we present other contemporary component
systems, compare these systems with SOFA 2.0 and discuss
their pros and cons. We focus on the component systems,
which, like SOFA 2.0, offer support not only for designing
components (e.g. just ADL languages) but also provide full
component runtime.
Fractal [3] is a component model with very similar capabilities as SOFA 2.0. It offers primitive and composite components, provided and required interfaces, business and control interfaces, etc. The main differences are that 1) Fractal is not defined using a meta-model but rather via a textual
specification and a set of interfaces, and that 2) Fractal does
not support distribution and multiple communication styles
as first-class entities. If one needs connectors and/or different
communication styles, then it is necessary to simulate them
by components. However, this results in applications where
the normal components and these “connector-like” components are mixed and consequently the application’s architecture is messy and unclear.
Fractal has a number of implementations. Most complete
and relevant with the respect to our work are Julia [3] and
AOKell [25]. Julia is a Java-based reference implementation
of Fractal, which allows component programming in Java.
Components can be created either directly via Julia API or
they can be specified using Fractal ADL (an XML-based
ADL language); the component implementation then has to
follow this specification. Similar to SOFA 2.0, a component
is a set of Java classes and interfaces. For implementation
of control parts of components, Julia uses so called mixins.
These are Java classes, which are “mixed” with the original
components’ classes using bytecode manipulation. Control
interfaces and used mixins are specified in Julia configuration file provided at launch time of the application. In the
comparison with our microcomponent approach, the Julia’s
approach is poorly manageable, hard to extend and debug.
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Like SOFA 2.0, Julia also supports versioning [16] of components. To avoid potential classname clashes at runtime, Julia incorporates a solution based on a hierarchy of classloaders. The solution works well but in contrary to our technique,
it cannot be applied in a platform not featuring Java reflection
API, e.g. in the CLDC configuration of Java Micro Edition.
AOKell is also written in Java. Unlike Julia, it has an elaborate mechanism for building control parts of components
based on aspect-oriented programming. It separates the implementation of controllers, the content of a component (i.e.
business code) and the glue, which ties the controllers to the
content. The glue may be realized either with AspectJ [15] or
with Spoon [22], which is a compile-time Java processor. The
controllers may be componentized, in which case the Fractal
ADL is used to describe the structure of a controller. This approach is quite similar to our modeling the control part using
microcomponents. Compared to SOFA 2.0, AOKell does not
scale well when combining different controllers — for every
combination of controllers a new composite component comprising all the controllers has to be defined in Fractal ADL. In
SOFA 2.0, it is only necessary to enumerate what controllers
shall be used. This advantage is mainly because of the concept of control aspects.
Koala [20] is a component model targeted mainly on embedded devices. It is based on the Darwin component model
and offers hierarchical components. Similar to SOFA 2.0,
definitions of components and interfaces are stored in a repository but contrary to SOFA 2.0, Koala does not support versioning; once an interface is stored in the repository, it cannot
be modified. On the other hand, components themeselves can
be modified, but just in a very limited way (new provisions
can be added to an existing component, but the existing provisions cannot be removed from it; new requirements can be
added, but they must be marked as optional; and similarly,
none of the existing requirements can be removed, only they
can be marked as optional). In our view, the SOFA 2.0 solution with complex versioning scheme is more appropriate;
a justification can be found in [12]. To support implementation, a Koala compiler is available. It generates C header
files from component descriptions. The header files contain
definition of types and bindings among components.
ArchJava [1] is another system offering applications built
from software components but compared to SOFA 2.0 and
Julia it works in a different way. ArchJava is an extension of
the Java programing language; it introduces components directly into the language and provides its own compiler, which
compiles this enhanced Java into the standard bytecode. The
authors claim that their approach of introducing components
directly into the language allows tight coupling of an architecture and implementation of component-based applications
and prevents inappropriate modification of the architecture
at runtime. However, since the component architecture in
SOFA 2.0 is managed by the runtime environment accord-

ing to the model stored in the repository (as opposed to implementing and controlling the architecture by code provided
by a developer), no arbitrary changes of the architecture at
runtime are possible in SOFA 2.0 either. In addition, the implementation of SOFA 2.0 components is in pure Java and
therefore the whole platform can be much more easily integrated with other legacy systems.
ArchJava provides a hierarchical component model like
SOFA 2.0 or Fractal. Also, it allows dynamic modifications
of architecture at runtime. For creating new component instances, it uses the new operator and for new connections, it
uses connection patterns, which define through which interfaces and to which types of components the new component
can be connected. ArchJava does not provide any support for
versioning.
Java/A [2] is a component system, which follows the same
philosophy as ArchJava — i.e. enhancing the Java language
by component constructions. In addition to ArchJava, Java/A
provides a behavior specification of components and uses
connectors (mainly as adaptors). Compared to SOFA 2.0,
Java/A contains the same limitations and issues as ArchJava.
OSGi (Open Services Gateway Initiative) [21] is a platform for deploying and using services in Java, primarily targeted for embedded devices. The basic unit of deployment
is a bundle, which provides services and which can depend
on and use other services. We mention OSGi here because
from a higher level of abstraction, a bundle can be seen as
a primitive component and its services as interfaces of the
component. For versioning of bundles, OSGi employs multiple classloaders and therefore, it cannot be used in devices
supporting just CLDC configuration of Java Micro Edition.
Gravity [7] is a component system focusing on dynamic
reconfiguration and adaptation of an application. It employs
a flat component model, i.e. it provides just primitive components. Gravity is developed upon the OSGi platform and
therefore it has the same limitations as OSGi.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented issues connected with
supporting advanced component concepts at runtime and
demonstrated our approach on the Java implementation of
SOFA 2.0 component system. Specifically, we have focused
on the implementation of advanced features like support for
transparent distribution using connectors, coexistence of multiple versions of the same component at runtime, runtime evolution of an application architecture, and control part of components.
At present, the described parts of the SOFAnode are either
finished and fully functional or they are close to their completion. Also, we are working on a graphical development
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environment. The implementation of SOFA 2.0 can be downloaded at http://sofa.objectweb.org.
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